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Information is key to fighting crime, and
information exchange is the core component
for successful collaborative policing... Bringing
quality and reliable information to the fingertips

of our law enforcement agencies is our most
important function.
INTERPOL 2020+ Report, 2019

Why do we need INSIGHT?
In today’s digital society, the volume of data available to
organizations across the world is overwhelming, making it
increasingly difficult to store, process, analyse, interpret, and
act upon data. With the right solution, organizations can exploit
this mass of data and realize the full potential it can bring to
the way they operate.

INTERPOL and its 194 member countries are no exception.
We operate in a fast-paced, challenging and ever-changing
environment. Today’s crimes are increasingly international
and connected. More than ever, there is a need for multilateral
police cooperation to address the security challenges facing
the world.
INTERPOL’s role is to enable member countries to work together
to make the world a safer place. Data is at the heart of our
business. We input, search and analyse large volumes of data
from multiple databases and in multiple formats.

Identify and
arrest terrorist suspects

STRENGTHEN
INTELLIGENCE-SHARING
PLATFORMS
Criminal analysis is a key
component of one of the
seven Global Policing Goals
developed by INTERPOL
and approved by member
countries in 2017.

GOAL 1
COUNTER THE THREAT
OF TERRORISM

Disrupt terrorist movement
and mobility
Trace and disrupt financial
streams and weapons sourcing

Law enforcement officials can analyse crime trends properly
only if they have the full global picture, and can tackle emerging
crimes effectively only if they have the latest tools. We need
technology that empowers our analysts, automates complex
workflows and shares intelligence across boundaries, knowing
that only together can the law enforcement community work
smarter, faster and more efficiently.
INSIGHT, INTERPOL’s analytical platform, will enable the full
exploitation of existing and new information in order to provide
member countries with timely and actionable intelligence
that furthers their investigations, flags subjects of interest
reveals trends and modus operandi and fosters greater police
cooperation globally.

What are the benefits?
CONNECT data currently stored in
INTERPOL’s numerous databases and
analysis files.

INTEGRATE

CROSS-MATCH and integrate both
structured and unstructured data.

GUARANTEE privacy, security, data
protection and compliance.

AUTOMATE criminal analysis processes.

What
will
INSIGHT
do?

ANALYSE

USE new technologies such as artificial
intelligence, integrated translation
capabilities and machine learning.

Ability to effectively process
information from different
databases and in different data
formats, like notices and diffusions,
free text information, police
reports, emails, spreadsheets,
images and videos.

More comprehensive criminal
intelligence analysis.

Analysts can spend less time on
manual data input and more time
on crucial analysis.
Faster results and more
meaningful insights.
Detect hidden connections,
crime patterns and trends.

DELIVER an intuitive interface with
reporting and visualization tools.

IMPROVE data sharing capabilities across the globe.

COLLABORATE

Quick access to high-quality,
critical data in one place.

New user-friendly features, for example,
dashboards, maps and charts.

Police in member countries receive and
can act on information more quickly.

PROCESS more intelligence and data in a rapid,
automated manner between INTERPOL and member
countries.

DISSEMINATE more effectively to member countries
investigative leads, intelligence and analytical reports
on terrorist tactics, modus operandi and crime trends.

Member countries can make better informed
operational and strategic decisions.

Strengthen
our collective
ability to prevent
and fight
international
crime

How and when will INSIGHT be delivered?
A project of this scale and complexity requires significant investment of both time and
funding. The United States Department of State is providing more than USD 7 million
for the first phase of the project.
Phase 1 of the project (known as the Minimum Viable Platform), will be developed and
delivered by mid-2021.

Further funding is required to complete additional phases that will optimize
the platform.

Phase 1

Phase 2

Minimum viable platform
All priority
internal data
sources

Entity identification,
translation, network
and geographical
analysis

Operational
and strategic
analysis

Additional data
sources and
types

Dashboarding,
natural language
processing and
image object
recognition

Target platform
All member
country provided
internal and
external data
sources
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Want to be more involved?
To find out more about what INSIGHT can do for you, or to support
its development, please contact us at Insight@interpol.int

Visual, video,
audio recognition
Facial and
biodata matching

Predictive
analytics
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THE TEAM
The INTERPOL Analytical Platform project is led by INTERPOL’s
Operational Support and Analysis Directorate with technical
implementation by the Information Systems and
Technology Directorate.
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